
I find the proposed changes to Guardianship Act, made in the name of urgent
research, disturbing at best, potentially monstrous.

The over arching principles guiding ethical medical research that we are directed to
employ are those of 'the values of respect, research merit and integrity, justice, and
beneficence" towards human beings some of whom may be the object of medical
treatment and research, These ethical ambitions are surely laudable and any work
on or intrusion into medical ethics in Australia which does not recognise these, and
ensure their aims are met, fails. The qualities listed are ones which bear withess to
caring for another sentient being, in particular to a human being. These values make
vivid a humanity of treattnent which should inform our dealings with each other,

I suggest that these amendments are written legal instances of failures to deal rightly
with other human beings in a manner consonant with these values. I acknowledge
the practical difficulties of writing a law, a document appropriate not just for
parliamentary approval but a document to be used and lived with in (here) the
community of Western Australia. Living with this new document may not be
possible.

Objection I:

To many of us the dilemma of having someone close and loved but whose ability to
understand options posed to her or to him is a very real state. My father had
Alzheimer's and now my older brother lives in a locked ward in Western Australia
with the same disease. I have been to the Guardianship Court regarding
guardianship of my brother; I am familiar with the earlier version of that act.
Ordinary conversation with my brother is limited, often tiring and trying; to explain
to him the need for treatment is not something I am keen to experience for I doubt he
would understand especially given that he has been a remarkably fit strong and
independently active man for almost 81 years' He sees himself as that same fit man,
I do 'get' the dilemma for medical researchers.

However, nowhere does the rejigged version of the Guard^^,, ship grid Administration
Act 1990 bear witness to the caring that underwrites good decision-making for
another in grave medical times. The roles of the medical agents (those humans who
participate in the research cases as actors whose work initiate and execute particular
instances of research) are limited to agency in research rather than benefitting the
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patient, the person who is being acted upon. The absence of the person who is being
acted upon makes this document seem empty of caring. Yet without caring for the
patient, there is no moral or ethical demand on the researchers.

There is no treatment in the document of why a researcher might wish to use
particular individuals in a research programme. Given the very many low ethical
points in medical history, we cannot simply assume that a researcher wishes to
include a particular being for his or her own good. Statements such as -

independent medicnlpmctitio, ,er, in relation to medical
research, means a medical praditioncr who -
(a) is not involved in providing treatment under Ihis Part to
11te research candidate whose participation is sought in
tlIC res4:arclt; and

demonstrate only a potential research connection, not a connection of caring
for the research candidate's well-being. In trying to ensure that undesirable
ties between medical staff and the research candidate are excluded, the

personhood of the research candidate appears to have been excluded too. Bu
that personhood is central or should be to good research.

Q!^

How is a proposed research decision reached? Researchers need candidates for their
novel research. The usual practice is participate in a known stream of actions which
lead to the researcher(s) presenting research proposals to a group identical to the
Human Research Ethics Committee appropriate for the hospital at which the
research will be practised. That presentation will require some connection between
the research and choice of candidates. That connection - as stipulated in the
presentation - is then closely evaluated by members of the committee.

However, here in the proposed changed Act this crucial step is erased and there
appears to be nothing added to replace it. The role of IMP will be what an
individual IMP makes of it; and that may be just an act of rubber-stamping. In the
light of this real possibility (it has occurred across the past several hundred years of
modern medical history), the very idea of a RDM in the sense of 110ZR - for those
without capacity to agree or disagree, and who lack someone who has their interests
at heart through caring knowledge of them - is dangerous. I grant that the role of the
IMP is probably to act as a filter for inappropriate research proposals but I reiterate -
the role of the IMP is what a particular IMP makes of it; just as the role of the RDM is
what she or he makes of it.
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In addition Section 110ZR has subsections which appear to be sloppily written: for
example,

determines, having regard to the independent medical
practitioner's determination under subsection (3)(a), that
the candidate's participation in the research is in the best
interests of the candidate or is riot adverse to the

interests of the candidate; and

There is a substantive gap between the notion of 110ZR (3)(a), that
the candidate's participation in the research is in the best
interests of the candidate (disjunct I) and the claim that at least the research is not
adverse to the interests of the candidate. (disjunct 2)
We should hope that all decisions are made on the basis of the first part of the
conjunct of (3) a - for the idea of disjunct 2 is radically different: the difference lies
between a belief in helping someone to health and a hope that one does not inflict
harm, Between that belief and that hope lie many other contingencies. The conflict
between these disjunctsinfects the succeeding paragraphs,

Objection 3

The absence of HREC approval of kinds of candidate for the research projects being
described for these new pathways removes safeguards not just for the research
candidate but also for the IMP and the RDM and for the researcher.
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In particular because the gap charted above - between the two disjuncts - continues
to influence the ideas of when IMPS and RDM can assume the role usually taken by
guardians for persons unable to make decisions, other aspects of the new proposals
are ill-framed. Take for example, the ideas in 110 ZS:
(a) the rusearclt ITas been approved by all HREC; and
(b) the candidate requires LITgeiTt treatment as defined in
section 110ZH; and

There's a world of difference between having research approved by an HREC and
having a research candidate tacitly approved by an HREC where the tadt approval
has been devised by a researcher. Researchers are not devoid of potentially
conflicting interests; indeed the history of medical research is tainted by examples
where medical research rules have been bent or abused or forgotten by researchers
eager for a result. In so doing, these researchers also neglect common humanity and
ethics.

Objection 4:



There is a distinct difference between what we know and what we do not yet know,
and between both and supposition. Yet these differences are not recognised in the
AC^s text. Take this paragraph:

nOZW. Assessment by independent medical practitioner of risks
(1) An independent medical practitioner must take into account 11.0
following in making a determination 11nder section 110ZR(3)(b)
or 110ZS(I)(j) _
(a) whether the research candidate's participation in medical
research \\, ill involve any known SLibstanlial risks to the
candidate;

(b) WITcthcr there is an existing treatmeitt available 10 the
researclT candidate;

(c) if there is an existing treatment available to the research
candidate -

(i) whether Ihere are substantial risks to the
candidate invol\, cd iit the existing Iruaimcnt
available to the candidate; and

(ii) if there are substantial risks iitvolvcd in the
existing treatment - whether those risks are
greater than the risks involved in participating in
the medical research;

Id) if there is no existing treatment available - whoihcr 11.0
risks involved in participating in the medical rest, arch
arc greater than riot participating in the research.

While arguably the questions posed in 110ZW
(b) whentcr LITerc is an existing treatment available to the
research candidate;

(c) if there is an existing treatment available to tlte rosear
candidate

(i) whetltci. Ihcrc are subslaitiial risks to the
candidale involved in the existing treatment
available to lite candidate;
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can be decided on the basis of evidence (the decision made may not be correct but
there will have been an evidential basis for it), how might we determine outcomes
for this category where the research candidate is being assessed as a candidate for
some particular research programme is not clear. See the treattnent in:

if there is an existing treatment available to the research
candidate

(i)
whetlter there are substantial risks to the

candidate involved in the existing treatment
available to tlTe candidate; and

if there arc SLibstantial risks involved in the

existing treatment - whether those risks arc
greater than the risks involved in participating ii\
the medical research

(d)
if 11. cre is no existing Iruaiment available - WITcthcr the
risks involved in participating in the medical research



are greater than riot participating in the researclt.

110ZW (1) (c)

The situation is different for the central question for approving (new) research on
those incapable of informed consent, because the questions raised by the following
possibilities are not readily answered at all, still less on the basis of evidence. At the
very least the kinds of evidence required need to have been learned from application
of the treatment on consenting adults who have consent.

(d) if there is no existing treatment available - whether the
risks involved in participating in the medical research
are greater than riot participating in the research

Objection 5

The changes further highlights and foregrounds the role of the researcher in
choosing research candidate, over a group decision using a HREC pathway. There
are dangers here. One is the huge role and influence of pharmaceutical industries.
These powerful, rich companies can and do seek to ensure good (that is, successful)
outcomes from the research programmes they support because those outcomes
ensure the company's stock price remains high or goes higher. A successful research
programme is then judged by its monetary outcome rather than its humanitarian
and medical ones.

It is prestigious to be undertaking research using a giant pharma's product however
early it is in that research pro^C^s lifespan. To put the matter bluntly, that detail -
the pharma's name - counts on one's cv. Similarly, the name of the pharma counts
for a hospital's research statLis; that hospital's research record is significantly
boosted, and that may well help that institution gain further funding. Furthermore,
when there is a dire need for a pharmaceutical to be developed - for example, a
vaccine against Covid19 - the status of being associated with development of one in
the hope it will be successful is great. To have that association matters over and
above the aid it gives patients and prior to determination of that hopeful vaccine's
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success.

These matters are facts about how the health industry works in the world. Regret
them though we may, a change in world order would be required to alter these facts.
However, this state of affairs must not be allowed to influence patient care especially
during research, espedally not during the choice of research candidates,

Objection 6:



The reach of these changes is difficult to estimate partly because the changes are laid
on top of the existing Guardianship Act. For example, the change in description of
advance health directives which may exist irrespective of whether a person (we are
thinking of patients here) currently has capacity to consent, The use of an advance
health directive includes instances where a person briefly lacks that capacity or
cannot question or voice choices about treatment options.

nos tells us that

Subjeci to subsection (4), a treatment decision in an advance
health directive does riot operaic if circtimstanccs exist or have
arisen that -

(a)

the ntaker of tlTat directive would not have reasonably
anticipated at the time of making the directive; and
(b)
wonld have caused a reasonable person in the maker's
position to have changed his or ITUr mind about the
treatment decision.

I take this to say that the circumstances which warrant the maker - a person with this
directive - have changed such that the contents of the directive are not appropriate to her or
his current medical situation or to the medical options open to hermitn.

There is specific reference to the role of health professionals seeking to treat patients without
ability to give consent in 110ZK see sections (1) through to (4) and their subsections.

If my interpretation here is correct, then why do we need the insertion of the new material
from Part 9E - Medical Research? The only reason that an insertion is required is that the
discussion moves from standard medical treatment to New Research, If this is so, then we

should consider the implications of using New Medical Research on patients without
consent, Is this ethical from the outset? I suggest not. Rather this move carries the
distinctive odour of guinea pig. A1'Id if it walks like a duck quacks like a duck, then aside
from the unforttinate slip in the animal kingdom and metaphorical mixes, a duck it is,
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Summary

I suggest that the changes to the Act are insufficiently considered, are several times
imprudent and may well lead to bad undesirable outcomes for the research
candidate incapable of making an informed decision.

And additional reason comes from recent discussions of research for a Covid19

vaccine where these alternate between optimistic beliefs that a successful vaccine



will soon be developed and a sense of stolid realism about the slowness of medical
research and the need for caution at all stages. 2
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' See 'No vaccine is 1.00 per cent effective, and the vast majority of vaccines that make it to clinical trials do
not succeed in getting to market. ' This realistic remark is made by one Dr Quinn who happily then commits
herself to the utilitarian view that:

"In the current situation with CoVID-19, a lot of those decisions may be made with the acceptance Ithatl there
may be some minor downstream issues, but certainly no worse than the current suffering that's being created
by the disease itself. "
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